
Technical Skills

Languages
HTML,CSS,JavaScript/Typescript,Python

Libraries and Frameworks
React,React-
Native,Node.js,Redux,Flask,TailwindCSS,Next.js

Database
Postgres,Prisma,SQL,Firebase,MongoDB,NoSQL,Azure

Other
RESTful API,Git,GitHub,ES6,JSON,AJAX,Data 
Structures,Object-Oriented,Async Programming

Projects

Split-Pulse
TypeScript, Ionic, Tesseract, CSS, Redux
02/2024 – present

•Improved code quality with TypeScript's static typing 
for reliability and maintainability.
•Unified user experience across iOS and Android with 
Ionic integration.
•Enabled efficient receipt parsing with Tesseract OCR 
and LLM integration.

Happy Hound Care
TypeScript, Next.js, Prisma, Postgres, TailwindCSS, Redux
10/2023 – 11/2023

•Leveraged Postgres for its reliability, ACID compliance, 
and scalability with large datasets.
•Followed a unidirectional data flow in Redux, ensuring 
predictable and traceable state changes for easier 
debugging.
•Implemented Next.js for efficient Server-Side 
Rendering (SSR), resulting in faster page loads and 
improved SEO.
•Utilized TypeScript for static typing, reducing runtime 
errors and boosting overall code quality.

JSON To Excel Wizard
Python, HTML, CSS
08/2023 – 08/2023

•Leveraged Python for robust backend logic, ensuring 
seamless JSON parsing and efficient Excel sheet 
generation.
•Designed an HTML and CSS wizard for seamless data 
uploading, conversion, and visual appeal.

Professional Experience

Software Developer Mentor
makeitMVP
03/2022 – present | Remote

•As a mentor, I guide cohorts of boot camp graduates 
in React, Firebase (backend cloud computing 
services), and Sass. Offering expertise in project 
development, debugging, and best practices. I am 
dedicated to fostering a positive learning 
environment, where I actively support students on 
their path to professional development.

Front-End Developer & Tech Support Specialist
SoftPoint
11/2021 – 07/2023 | Scottsdale, AZ

•Improved efficiency and accelerated load times 
through custom React, TypeScript, SASS, and Redux 
components. Diagnosed and resolved technical 
issues, resulting in a 20% reduction in support tickets.

Lead Full Stack Software Developer
makeitMVP
06/2021 – 03/2022 | Remote

•Successfully delivered a fully functional product, 
demonstrating adept use of React Native and effective 
integration with backend services such as Firebase 
and MongoDB.

Mobile Developer Intern
GET Cities
08/2021 – 09/2021 | Remote

•As the sole intern on the project, I transformed Figma 
designs into a cohesive, user-friendly React Native 
mobile app. Simultaneously, I built robust server and 
REST APIs with Express, Node.js, and PostgreSQL. This 
integration resulted in a highly functional application, 
showcasing my ability to spearhead front-end and 
back-end development for an exceptional user 
experience.

Education

Software Engineering Immersive
General Assembly
12/2020 | Remote

•Full-stack software engineering student in a rigorous 
12-week program, mastering product development, 
OOP, scoping, callbacks, MVC frameworks, and team 
collaboration. Completed a diverse portfolio of 
individual and group projects.

AAS Computer and Information Technology
Paradise Valley Community College
01/2020 | Paradise Valley, AZ

Antonio Reyes
Software Developer

areyes2009@yahoo.com | https://www.antonioreyes.dev | 480-819-7696

https://www.linkedin.com/in/antonioreyesphx/ | https://github.com/golden-state0fmind
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